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Usability 101
Web pages should be
• Self-evident
• Obvious
• Self-explanatory

Users should be able to “get 
it” without expending much 
effort thinking about it.



How do users read on the Web?
They don’t!

 79% of users scan instead of read.
 Readers with above-average intelligence read 

about 20% of text.



We satisfice!
We don’t choose the best 
option; we choose the first 
reasonable option.

• We’re in a hurry.
• No penalty for guessing 

wrong.
• In a poorly designed site, 

weighing options may not 
improve our chances.

 F-shaped pattern



What is good 
enough?

• Page layout
• Navigation features
• Images
• Highlighted keywords, such 

as links
• Meaningful subheadings
• Lists

 F-shaped pattern



What can we do?
How can we make our content meaningful?



Omit Needless Words
“Get rid of half the words on each page, then get 
rid of half of what’s left.”

- Steve Krug

Getting rid of unnecessary words:
 Reduces the noise level of the page.
 Makes the useful content prominent.
 Makes the pages shorter and scannable.



Having less content above the fold 
encourages exploration below the fold.



Use Plain Language
 Avoid jargon

 Use familiar words
◦ Can be collected using open-ended surveys, 
viewing search terms, and market research

 Define Acronyms and abbreviations

 Use abbreviations sparingly



Use Plain Language
Library terms often cited as being misunderstood 
or not understood

 Database
 Library catalog
 E-journals
 Index
 Interlibrary loan
 Periodical

 Serial
 Reference
 Resource
 Subject categories, 

such as Humanities
or Social Sciences



Use Plain Language
Terms often cited as understood well enough to 
foster correct choices

 Natural language “target words”
◦ Find books
◦ Find articles

 Terms accompanied by additional words or 
mouseovers to expand on their meaning



Avoid Jargon, Acronyms, and Abbreviations





Use a Glossary



Use Plain Language
Users prefer simple and informal writing
◦ Promotional language imposes cognitive 
burden

 Use descriptive words, especially in the first sentence of 
each paragraph

 Use active voice
◦ Books may be checked out until 5:00.
◦ You may check out books until 5:00.



Descriptive first sentences





Make Content Scannable
 Group related information and functions.

 Use meaningful headings and subheadings.

 Ensure that labels clearly reflect the information and 
items contained within the category.

 Use bulleted and numbered lists.

 Use boldface font.

 Leave plenty of whitespace.



Related Information and Meaningful Headings



Lists and Boldface Font



Whitespace Affects Comprehension
 Increases reading speed
 Decreases comprehension



Make Content Scannable
 Provide descriptive and unique page titles for 

each page.

 Use link labels and concepts that are meaningful 
and understandable.

 Match link names with their destination pages.



Match Link Names with Destination



Match Link Names with Destination



Content is King!

 Content should be a focus in every stage of 
development.

 Design and content inform each other!



What is the Effect of Improved Writing?

 1997 Jakob Nielsen study
 Five versions of the same website
 Users performed the same tasks
 Measured usability
◦ Task time
◦ Errors
◦ Subjective satisfaction



Site Version Sample Paragraph Usability

Promotional writing 
(control condition)

Nebraska is filled with internationally recognized attractions that draw 
large crowds of people every year, without fail. In 1996, some of the most 
popular places were Fort Robinson State Park (355,000 visitors), Scotts 
Bluff National Monument (132,166), Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & 
Museum (100,000), Carhenge (86,598), Stuhr Museum of the Prairie 
Pioneer (60,002), and Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park (28,446).

0%

Concise text In 1996, six of the best-attended attractions in Nebraska were Fort 
Robinson State Park, Scotts Bluff National Monument, Arbor Lodge State 
Historical Park & Museum, Carhenge, Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer, 
and Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park.

58%

Scannable layout Nebraska is filled with internationally recognized attractions that draw 
large crowds of people every year, without fail. In 1996, some of the most 
popular places were:
• Fort Robinson State Park (355,000 visitors)
• Scotts Bluff National Monument (132,166)
• Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & Museum (100,000)
• Carhenge (86,598)
• Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer (60,002)
• Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park (28,446). 

47%

Objective language Nebraska has several attractions. In 1996, some of the most-visited places 
were Fort Robinson State Park (355,000 visitors), Scotts Bluff National 
Monument (132,166), Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & Museum 
(100,000), Carhenge (86,598), Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer 
(60,002), and Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park (28,446).

27%

Combined In 1996, six of the most-visited places in Nebraska were:
• Fort Robinson State Park
• Scotts Bluff National Monument
• Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & Museum
• Carhenge
• Stuhr Museum of the Prairie Pioneer
• Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park

124%
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